Racial Equity in Adolescent Health Care: Developing an Anti-Racist Practice

Health

SAHM Anti Racism Toolkit
Washington AAP’s Toolkit
The Intersection of Anti-Black Racism and Adolescent Development – The Hunt Institute
UCLA Center for the Developing Adolescent Podcast: This is Me: Race and Identity in Adolescence
NACCHO Health Equity and Social Justice 101 Online Training Series
Addressing Law Enforcement Violence as a Public Health Issue, American Public Health Association

Research

Race Based Medicine, Colorblind Disease: How Racism in Medicine Harms Us All
The Impact of racism on child/AYA health
UCLA Race and Equity
The Sum of Us: What Racism Costs Everyone and How We Can Prosper Together

BIPOC Resources

Self-Care and Support Materials for BIPOC from Texas A&M
Mental Health Resources for Black, Indigenous and People of Color (BIPOC)
Black-led resources for mental health from Harvard

Allyship

The Bias of ‘Professionalism’ Standards
Professionalism is a lie, sheltering in place is no exception

Indigenous Land Acknowledgement

Native Land Map
We R Native
Speaker Citations
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